Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about education fraud. As the US wealth gap grows and social mobility falls education has become a ticket to reach the middle class. Scam colleges such as Corinthian, Trump and Phoenix have worked the system to steal federal loans and leave their marks with wasted time, no education and large debts. Secretary DeVos has acted to abet this fraud with retroactive accreditation and non-profit status. Simultaneously she viciously worked to hurt those already defrauded. She has refused to process hundreds of thousands of claims for debt relief. She has failed to notify thousands of their status to manipulate department statistics. In the process she has obstructed congressional investigations prompting subpoena threats and been held in contempt by Judge Kim. Finally before congress this week she rolled out yet another policy to reduce thousands of refunds once again violating at least the spirit of Judge Kim’s order.

Please assure me that you will fire Secretary DeVos.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from our educated population.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson